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Cyber Security Background
Situation Report (SitRep)
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Background - SitRep 1

The War Zone: Your Facilities
●

Higher-Level
Corporate
Systems

●
●
●

All data sources are risk sources
All communication ports are “threat surfaces”
Any instrument-generated data is vulnerable
Any manually-entered data is vulnerable

What, Me Worry?

Internet
Connection
The Entire Planet
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Background - SitRep 2

Why Are You a Target?
Common Reasons
●

●

●

Terrorism – generate fear, uncertainty, doubt
(the well-known “FUD Factor”)
Extortion – coerce behavior (e.g., “Comply with
my demands or else...”)

Health Care Targets
●

●

Blackmail – indirect monetization (e.g., “Give
me money or else....”)
●

●

Theft – direct monetization (e.g., steal
something of immediate monetary value)

PHI data enables the strongest ID theft because
it's very personal and theoretically no one
knows it but the person themselves.
PHI data theft makes it harder for the real victim
to prove “victimhood” and to verify their OWN
identity to authorities.
PHI data makes it easy to create fake IDs, used
for:
●
●
●
●

●

●

●

●
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Direct Sale
Bulk distribution to co-conspirators
Criminal activity
Terrorism

PHI data fetches between $50-$100 per ID
stolen on the black market.
The “thief” is usually not the end user of the
data stolen (unless it's a “state actor”).
Health care constituted 43% of major (>500
people affected) security breaches in 2013.
Estimated industry costs are $5.6B annually.
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Background - SitRep 4

Reality Therapy
●

Compliance With Applicable Laws
and Regulations
●

●

●

lets you survive a regulatory audit.
allows for certification of compliance
and verification of procedures

Compliance with Applicable Laws
and Regulations Does NOT
●

Protect you from cyber attacks.

●

Protect you from lawsuits.

●

Provide adequate legal defense if
sensitive data is stolen, corrupted or is
exposed in any way.
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Background - SitRep 5

Cyber Warfare Casualties
Company

Position

Status

Business Damage

Final Legal Resolution

Target Stores

CEO, CIO

Fired

40,000,000 credit cards stolen, $61MM spent (as
of 1Q 2014), stock price drop, 46% profit drop,

>90 lawsuits filed. Pending.

Memorial Hermann
Health Systems

Unnamed
employee

Access
10,604 PHI records improperly accessed since
suspended December 2007, discovered on 7/7/14.
to PHI, EMR

Pending. Staff retraining,
notification, privacy procedures
under review

Home Depot

?

?

Credit card data theft confirmed

Investigation ongoing

Bartell Hotels

?

?

Credit card payment data (numbers) stolen at 5
locations 2/16/14 thru 5/13/14.

Investigation ongoing

California State
University (East Bay)

?

?

About 6,000 faculty + student records accessed
by unknown 3rd party using overseas IP address
and cyber “break-in” tools. SS numbers,
addresses, names, etc. stolen.

Investigation ongoing.

Community Health
Systems

?

?

4.5 million PHI records stolen across 206
hospitals. “Heartbleed” bug in OpenSSL used to
get VPN log-in credentials. SSNs, names,
addresses, etc. stolen. Chinese hackers
suspected.

Investigation ongoing. Expected
costs $75-150MM. Alabama
group has filed lawsuit. 29
states have CHS hospitals.

Sony Pictures

Various

?

First large-scale example of State-Sponsored
Cyber Terrorism and Blackmail. Sensitive emails,
budget information, picture information, etc. all
stolen or damaged. North Korea is suspected
instigator, using “subcontractors”.

US caused Internet “outage” in
N.K. That lasted about one day.
Other sanctions being put in
place. Additional actions
pending.

Who's Next?
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Cyber Security Background
Cyber Terrorism Example
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Background - Cyber Terror Example 1

What Happened To Sony?
Sony Pictures' Business Model
1) Sony produces movies, among many other things
2) Most movies require a great deal of CGI work
(Computer Graphics Imaging)
3) CGI is labor-intensive and uses a lot of really cool
"animation" and frame-building/editing tools
4) The "CGI skillset" is becoming global and hence
follows the cheapest labor pool
5) The various CGI "subtasks" are farmed out, often
done by unknown individuals / parties working
under a various (usually known) "corporate
umbrellas".
6) Thus, Sony can, does (and in fact MUST) share
(=make available for access & editing) digital
"assets" across the globe so that its "animators"
can do their work and collaborate globally on one
film
7) Sony's operational practices, architecture, CGI
tools, CGI techniques and CGI storage and
archiving systems make them necessarily
vulnerable to attacks, especially with a global labor
force
C2015 Dr. Steve G. Belovich

#GOP = “Guardians Of Peace” - A hacktivist group
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Background - Cyber Terror Example 2

What Happened To Sony?
The “Hack”, Speculations and Sony's Risk Exposure
1) Speculation #1: some of Sony's workforce may
indeed be in N. Korea - and Sony might not even
know. Sony may have contracted with India, who
often contracts with China (or Russia) and they, in
turn, sometimes contract with N. Korea.
2) Speculation #2: N. Korea likely does not possess
all of the software technologies required for the
attack on Sony. That's something for the FBI, CIA
or NSA to determine.
3) Speculation #3: It's pretty easy for N. Korea to
"contract out" this "digital hit" to disaffected folks in
Chechnya, various places in the Middle East and
elsewhere who'd love a quick buck and a chance to
"get back" at anything USA-related.
4) Sony is at real risk because of how they have opted
to do business.
5) Sony needs to look at its current practices and
make some fundamental architectural and
procedural changes in order for them to not be held
hostage and subject to blackmail.
6) That will take some time.

“The Sony Hack”
“The FBI has determined that the intrusion into SPE's
network consisted of the deployment of destructive
malware and the theft of proprietary information as
well as employees' personally identifiable information
and confidential communications. The attacks also
rendered thousands of SPE's computers inoperable,
forced SPE to take its entire computer network offline,
and significantly disrupted the company's business
operations.”
 FBI Statement, December 19, 2014
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Background - Cyber Terror Example 3

What Happened To Sony?
Basic Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) Security Facts
1)

Cyber defense approaches are "net-centric" in that they focus on
defending the network.

2)

"Defending the network" means keeping "evil packets" (those not
authorized to be there) out of the network traffic stream.

3)

That approach cannot work! Why? because the Internet
communication protocol (TCP/IP = Transmission Control Protocol /
Internet Protocol) is fundamentally flawed from a security
perspective.

4)

Why is there a security flaw in TCP/IP? Because TCP/IP was
never intended to be secure. It was only intended to make it
very quick, simple and easy for computers to interconnect and
communicate. That it indeed does - and it does that very well.

5)

Historical note: when TCP/IP was invented, security was not a
consideration at all. The same is true for all PC operating systems
(O/S).

6)

What is the security flaw in TCP/IP? It permits a "challenge-andresponse" without authentication.

7)

What does "challenge-and-response without authentication" really
mean? It means that you can ask the network "digital questions"
about itself or things connected to it and it will answer you - without
asking or verifying who you are.

8)

Why is that bad? Because it allows "silent probing" of the
network, firewalls and other defenses to find and exploit the
"weak spots" without anyone being alerted to that activity.
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Background - Cyber Terror Example 4

What Happened To Sony?
Basic Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) Security Facts
1)

Aren't there methods to detect such probing or
unauthorized activity? Yes, but they cannot be 100%
effective precisely because the security flaw in TCP/IP
allows the "probing" (= asking digital questions)
without asking for and verifying your identification.

2)

Don't hackers have to be very good and very careful to
avoid detection? Yes, but it's always possible to do
that.

3)

What does that all mean? "Experts" (= really good
hackers) can ALWAYS break in!

4)

Doesn't everyone in IT security know this? They
should, but many don't.

5)

Many CIOs do not even have a BS or MS in CE/CS or
EE. Rather, they migrated to the CIO position from
other areas and "picked it up" as they grew into the
job. Such "on the job training" is helpful but it also
leaves some serious knowledge gaps which - as Sony,
Target Home Depot and others have learned - are
very dangerous.

6)

Worse: this basic stuff is seldom taught anymore
in CS, CE or EE curricula. Thus, we have
graduates with degrees and certifications who do
not know the real story because their professors
probably don't know it either (they are young, too,
remember).
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Background – CyberWar Fallacies 1

Cyber Security Fallacies
●

I can make my network 100% bullet-proof
●
●

●

●

Google had their “single sign-on” code base stolen that way in 2010
They're good to have but the architecture of the common protocols
and platforms prevents 100% protection

Anti-virus software will 100% protect my desktops
●

●

●

Browsers deployed on non-secure platforms can be hacked – it
happens every day.

Firewalls / intrusion detection will 100% protect me
●

●

the TCP/IP protocol permits challenge and response without
authentication – a built-in flaw

I can have browser access and be 100% secure
●

●

TCP/IP was designed for ease of connectivity not security

They can only detect what they know about and cannot “see”
anything else
They also make your system run very slowly

I have been “NIST Certified” So I am OK
●

“Certs” come from limited testing of functional subsets, not from
fundamental engineering design. Little basis for assuming
operational or performance confidence.

"It's not what you don't know that gets you into trouble. It's what you know for sure that just ain't so." Samuel Clemens (Mark Twain)
C2015 Dr. Steve G. Belovich
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Background – Security Technology 7

State Actors
Ed Snowden, NSA et al
●

●

●

●

●

●
●
●

●

“Yes, Virginia, the NSA conducts domestic spying operations” (section 215,
The Patriot Act, October 24, 2001) .
NSA has “keys” to common encryption schemes. Also has enough computing
power to break “triple DES” and other block codes via brute force computation.
All common internet encryption schemes (SFTP, RSA keys, SSH, etc.) are
breakable by the NSA.
NSA has deliberately weakened new encryption “standards” to maintain their
“easy access”.
ALL free hosting and email services do lexicographic analysis on resident
content for data mining, threat analysis and marketing purposes.
Benign “distilled content” is sold.
“Threats” are sent to the NSA for recording and further action.
NSA has system “back doors” voluntarily provided by Microsoft, Yahoo, Google
and others. They can “gain entrance” whenever they want to.
Liability of companies & organizations for NSA, CIA breaches is unclear –
and will be determined by a relevant (= seminal) court case.
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What We Know Now – Observations & Achievable Objectives 6

The “Mess”

(How the Heck Did We Get Into This Mess?)
●

The Three Mistakes
●
●

●

●

So where are we?
●
●
●
●

●

●
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Small systems do not scale up.
Security was never built-in to the desktop O/S architecture
where it is required. Networking demands iron-clad object
access controls.
Critical tasks were deployed on small systems which were
never intended to be secure, which made those tasks and
operational capability vulnerable to attack.
Network protocol has built-in security flaws or “holes”.
Critical functions are deployed on vulnerable systems.
Browser access makes it worse because they are hackable.
Huge installed base prevents significant re-design because
consumer market economics is the driver.
Huge economic dis-incentives to fix this because B-B and
B-C market dynamics are at cross purposes – and the
consumer market is the driver (due in part to mandating
COTS).
Secure systems require the correct architecture at the core
15
of the O/S – otherwise they won't be secure.

What We Know Now
The “Dirty Little Secret”
(We Know How To Solve The Security Problem)
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What We Know Now – Dirty Little Secret 1

The “Dirty Little Secret”
(We Know How to Solve The Security Problem)
●

October 1972 – USAF produces “Computer Security Technology Planning
Study” (ESD-TR-73-51 Vol.II, produced per contract with James P. Anderson
& Co. ) – they invent the “Reference Monitor”, a secure system architecture.

●

April 1974 – Barry Schrager @IBM headed up the RACF (data security
stuff) project. They implement what they can but the economics of the
installed base prevents wide adoption of a fundamentally new O/S
architecture.

●

Mid 1970s - DEC was transitioning from the 16-bit PDP-11 to the new 32bit VAX architecture so a new O/S was warranted. They included most of the
“Reference Monitor” in the design of their VMS O/S.

●

Mid 1980s – Business apps start migrating to PCs because they are
perceived to be cheap - no real plan for scale-up nor security.

●

Mid 1990s – Deployment of critical business apps and government apps to
desktops continues, networking is ubiquitous, security issues becoming
important.

●
●
●

1998 - Compaq buys DEC
2001 - HP buys Compaq.
2011 – The only transaction-based, real-time O/S that has not been
successfully hacked (when configured properly) is OVMS (c.f., DEFCON 9 in
2001, Kevin Mitnick's testimony).

●

August 2014 – HP sells OVMS to VMS Software, a well-financed startup
which has rehired the “old DEC guys” who designed it.
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What We Know Now – Dirty Little Secret 2

The Reference Monitor
(A Secure System Architecture USAF, October 1972)
Enforces security policy
●Mediates all attempts by subjects to
access objects
●Tamperproof database & audit trail
(no observation nor interference)
●Small, simple & well-structured
●

Subjects
•Active entities
•User Processes
•Gain access to data on
user’s behalf

Authorization
Database

•Repository of subject security
attributes
•Repository of object security
attributes

Reference
Monitor

Audit
Trail
•Record of all security-related events
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Objects
•Files
•Directories
•Passive data repositories
•Devices
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Secure System Design
The Right Way To Do “IT”!

(Patented US #7,322,028, #8,924,928, others pending)
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Secure Design - 1

Secure Design 1
The Right Way To Do “IT”

●

●

●

Don't assign mission critical operations to a nonsecure platform. If you have already done so,
then migrate away from that ASAP.
Re-architect your data sources' IT connections
to control the valuable (& vulnerable) data
pathways.
Use a secure platform (DoD B2/C2 per DoD
5200.28 minimum) for any SaaS deployment or
any centralized data handling.
●

●

●

●

●

Note: The Orange Book or DoDD 5200.28-STD
was canceled by DoDD 8500.1 on October 24,
2002. DoDD 8500.1 reissued as DoDD 8500.02
on March 14, 2014.

Use a platform with a true real-time kernel and
that qualifies as a TCB per DoD specifications.
Use a platform that does NOT have a “back
door”.
Spend the dollars to do it right the first time – it's
a LOT cheaper that way.
Be open to new ideas and paradigm shifts.
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Secure Design - 2

Secure Design 2
Paradigm Shift: A new Way To Create & Deliver IT
Functionality

This part of the app
runs on ANY client!
Malware stays here

Typical App Flowchart

Invention #1:
We “cut” the app along
this line for SaaS
deployment and user
device interoperability

Invention #2:
We put this piece
on a DoD rated
secure server for
virus-immunity

(This Part Runs on User's Device)

This part of the app
runs on a DoD
secure server
No malware here

User Input
Key Press
Mouse Movement
Mouse Click
Other Input

“Idle Time”
Wait for next user input
Wait for external event
(This Part Runs on the TCB)

Business Logic
Examine User Input
Examine program state
Examine other conditions
Make a Decision

Invention #3:
This part is
100% controlled
by RULES and
not by hardcoded logic

Program Response
Perform operation(s)
Execute routine(s)
Terminate

(Patented US #7,322,028, #8,924,928, others pending)
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Secure Design - 3

Secure Design 3
Paradigm Shift: A New “Full-Function” Rule Structure
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

IQware uses “Rules” to implement the desired “App”
Rules control all business logic, program state determination, other miscellaneous
conditions
Rules control all program decisions and responses
Rules control all visual aspects of the App, including screen appearance, menus, toolbars,
etc.
Rules control all database access, data formatting, data presentation and data display
Rules define and control a “superset” to SQL so that all rule-operations can be used to
create SQL strings for database operations “on-the-fly” at run-time via “special directives”
(Patented, US #8,924,928)
Rules consist of event(s) action(s), data sources (DS), data destinations (DD), data
transformations (DT), auditing parameters, O/S permissions and other miscellaneous
control parameters
Rules can operate on themselves and are fully extensible
Rules can send commands, files, etc. to foreign platforms and foreign systems for easy
integration with existing software installations and IT systems
Rules are configured graphically without any programming
Rules can be changed “on-the-fly” so new functionality can be added while the application
is running
(Patented US #7,322,028, #8,924,928, others pending)
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Secure Design - 4

Secure Design 4
Game Changer: A New Software
Development Process & Structure

Concept
Paradigm Shift:
Patented IQware
“App” Design Process
Paradigm Shift:
Patented IQware
Rule “EventAction” Structure
It's Part of the
Development Process
AND Part of the “Final
App”

Dataflow + Workflow
+ User Experience (UX)

Rules &
Database
Schema

TCB (OVMS)

Eliminates the costly, error-prone
“Code-Compile-Test-Debug” loop

This is
Your “App”
Ready for
SaaS and Mobile
Deployment!
Network
Cloud

Paradigm Shift:
Patented IQware
“App” Structure and
Deployment
Easy integration with new
desktop and mobile
technologies

(Patented US #7,322,028, #8,924,928, others pending)
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Secure Design - 5

Secure Design 5
Game Changer: A New SaaS Deployment Model
External
Data
Sources

Public Data
Bases
(Various)

Misc. Client
Databases

Existing IT
Systems

Key Advantages
1) Secure via the TCB
2) Can track and control information
access and content delivery
3) Supports tailored content on a perrequestor basis
4) Content’s appearance dynamically
alterable
5) Functionality may be updated in realtime.
6) Physically secure – content is only
displayed when/where authorized
and properly requested

User
View

Key Attributes
Audit &
Tracking
Database

Rule
Database

Network
Cloud

Reports (Outputs)
User I/F
Database

IT View

Customer
View

1) Hacker-Proof & Secure.
2) Secure audit trail for all
data access and edits.
3) Interoperable – use any
mobile or desktop client.
4) Can work with existing IT
systems.

Executive
View

Authorized Users

Internal
Oracle
Database

1)
2)
3)
4)

To Administrators
To Users
To Accounting
To Regulatory Authorities

Other Inputs
1) Manual data entry.
2) Existing IT Systems
3) Existing legacy
processing systems.

1) User-specific views based upon login credentials
2) Content control, audit & reporting based upon
approved roles
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(Patented US #7,322,028, #8,924,928, others pending)
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Secure Design - 6

Secure Design 6
Game Changer: A New Systems Integration (SI) Model
Existing “IT”
Functions can be
improved and easily
migrated to IQware

Existing
Function
#1

Rules
For “Old
Function”
#1

Existing “IT” functions can be maintained if desired,
however these functions are not IQware-secured

Existing
Function
#2

Rules
For New
Function
#4

Customer's
Current IT
System
Capabilities

Existing
Function
#3

Rules
For New
Function
#5

Rule-based
deployment on
secure server

IQware delivers NEW functionality ... in a SECURE environment
(Patented US #7,322,028, #8,924,928, others pending)
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